in developing countries like India, where one of the major objectives of mutation detection is for carrier diagnosis and prenatal diagnosis. In case of haemophilia A, we have used a combination of different techniques like intron 22 and 1 inversion and RFLP analysis. [3] We also had to take recourse to phenotypic diagnosis due to the noninformativeness of the markers or due to the absence of key members in the family.
[4]
The technique presented here for the detection of factor Soon enough the deficits and advantages of these techniques were also described.
[2] Simultaneously, various automated sequencing techniques were also evolved (i.e., dideoxy, pyrophosphate, dHPLC and so on) as seen by the virtual hurricane of published reports on mutations in different genes.
The latest development in these techniques is the evolution of microarray technique which facilitates the screening of large number of genes on a small piece of glass slide within a short span of time. This has facilitated the detection of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)
as well as the smaller deletions and point mutations.
In the present issue, Massimilliano used a modiÞ cation of microarray technique utilizing ß uorescent labeled random hexamers on a solid phase along with ß uorescent labeled pentamers as the hybridizing oligonucleotides.
Finally, when the random hexamers and pentamers in the given dots coincided with the complementary sequences of the ampliÞ ed PCR product, they get ligated by the DNA ligase present in the reaction mixture. Using appropriate software and the principle of combinational analysis, the sequence of the fragments were determined.
This is an open platform of random hexamers and pentamers and is likely to have universal application. The investigators could detect known deletions, nonsense and
